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Topology-Management

! T-Man: Fast Gossip-based Construction of 
Large-Scale Overlay Topologies Mark Jelasity 
Ozalp Babaoglu, 1994
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Distributed Topology Construction 
T-Man
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Finding a Torus
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Convergence of T-MAN
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T-Chord

! Chord on demand, A Montresor, M Jelasity, O 
Babaoglu - Peer-to-Peer Computing, 2005 

! Apply self-organization to Chord 
! compare insertion operation Pastry 

! T-Chord 
! Apply T-Man 
! preferring Chord edges 

! T-Chord-Prox 
! rank according to RTT
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! 1st rank 
! nearest sucessor/predecessor on the  

ring 
! For each exponent  

! select from view the nodes nearest to

Ranking Function T-Chord
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! 1st rank 
! nearest sucessor/predecessor on the  

ring 
! For each exponent  

! select from view the nodes nearest to 

! measure latency (RTT) for p random nodes 
from view in such intervals and choose the 
closest

Ranking Function T-Chord-Prox
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Adaption for Chord
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After Exchange of Links
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T-Chord Performance

! Starting with a neighbors on the ring 
! Loss rate and hop count 

! experiments on a real-word dataset from 2002
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4.3 T-CHORD-PROX: Network Proximity

Given an exponent j 2 [1, t � 1], several nodes in the
viewn may belong to the finger range [n+2

j
mod 2

t, n+

2

j�1 � 1 mod 2

t
]. In T-CHORD, the finger nearest to n

with respect to the ID space has been selected among them,
to better approximate the original Chord definition.

An alternative selection mechanism could be based on
communication proximity, i.e. on the latency measured be-
tween nodes [8]. This would enable the construction of low-
latency routing paths between nodes, improving the overall
routing performance of the network.

We propose here T-CHORD-PROX, a variant of T-CHORD

based on proximity. The finger selection algorithm works
as follows: let Sj(n) be the the set of nodes contained in
the view of n whose id is contained in the range [n + 2

j

mod 2

t, n + 2

j�1 � 1 mod 2

t
]. Node n picks p nodes at

random from Sj (or the entire Sj set, if its size is less or
equal than the parameter p), and measures the latency by
sending distance probes to them. A distance probe can be
implemented as a simple ping-pong exchange, or may be a
more complex protocol involving more exchanges [3].

This simple protocol requires a number of hops similar
to the original Chord, but outperforms it in terms of latency.

5 Experimental Results

We performed extensive simulation experiments in order
to compare the jump-started overlay to the perfect Chord
topology, and to characterize the scalability and robustness
of our protocols. All of the experimental results were ob-
tained using PEERSIM, a simulator developed by us and op-
timized for our gossip-based protocols [13, 15].

5.1 Experimental Settings

In all experiments, all nodes are initialized with a ran-
dom view obtained from the NEWSCAST protocol [11]. Sub-
sequently, T-MAN is run with the ranking function described
in Section 4, to create an ordered ring, and to collect long
range links as well. When T-MAN reaches a pre-specified
number of cycles, each node runs T-CHORD locally to ex-
tract its routing tables from the T-MAN view, creating the
Chord topology.

We focus on the routing performance of the obtained
overlay. Three routing metrics have been taken into consid-
eration. Hop count is the number of nodes that are traversed
by a message to reach its destination. In case of failures,
message timeouts (failed hops) are counted separately. De-
livery delay measures the time needed to reach the destina-
tion. Our latency model is based on the King dataset [9],
that provides end-to-end latency measurements for a set of
1740 routers. Each node is attached through a 1ms link to
a randomly selected router [17]. In case of failures, a time
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Figure 2. Loss rate and hop count as a func-
tion of the number of T-MAN cycles executed

equal to twice the latency is added to the total delay in order
to simulate timeouts. Loss rate is the fraction of messages
that do not reach the destination node.

Since our goal is to jump-start Chord, the baseline rout-
ing performance is defined by the perfect Chord topology
over the same set of nodes. We construct this topology
off-line, using the specification of the Chord protocol, and
we compare the performance of this ideal topology with the
ones generated by T-CHORD. We emphasize again that our
goal is not to develop a novel routing mechanism or a new
structured overlay: our goal is to create a Chord topology
efficiently from scratch.

Besides routing performance, we also need to measure
communication overhead for building the topology. In case
of T-CHORD without proximity, communication costs are
given just by T-MAN exchanges. Given the periodic nature
of T-MAN, these costs can be easily computed: each T-MAN

node sends one message and receives one message on the
average per cycle, with m descriptors included in each mes-
sage. T-MAN is run for O(log N) cycles. In T-CHORD-PROX,
the cost of latency probes must also be considered.

Unless stated otherwise, all figures are based on the fol-
lowing parameters: network size N = 2

16 nodes, message
size m = 10, number of successor in the target topology
l = 5, maximum number of probes per routing table entry
p = 5. In all figures, 20 individual experiments were per-
formed. Average values for each of the metrics are shown;
error bars are used to show minimum and maximum val-
ues among the experiments (standard deviation is often too
small to be visualized). To aid the visualization, some of
the bars are shifted horizontally slightly.

5.2 Convergence

The routing performance of the topologies obtained by
T-CHORD depends on the number of T-MAN cycles executed
before the routing tables are built. In particular, the leaf ring
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T-Chord Performance

! Starting with a neighbors on the ring 
! Loss rate and hop count
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Figure 3. Hop count as a function of network
size
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Figure 4. Message delay as a function of net-
work size

must be completed in order to guarantee the correct deliv-
ery of all messages. This is illustrated in Figure 2, where
the loss rate and the observed hop count for T-CHORD and
T-CHORD-PROX are shown as a function of the number of
T-MAN cycles that have been run. Initially, all messages
are lost: local views contain only random nodes, so the
routing algorithm is unable to deliver messages. The loss
rate rapidly decreases, however, reaching 0 after only 14
cycles. At that point, the leaf ring is completely formed in
all our experiments. Note that the curves for T-CHORD and
T-CHORD-PROX overlap almost completely.

Regarding hop counts, the results confirm that the quality
of the routing tables stabilizes after few cycles, for both ver-
sions of T-CHORD. Latency (not shown for space reasons)
follows a similar behavior. The increasing tendency of the
hop count curves is explained by the fact that in the begin-
ning, in spite of the low quality overlay, a few messages
reach their destination “by chance” in a few hops, while
most of the messages are lost.
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Figure 5. Convergence time as a function of
network size

5.3 Scalability

The experiments discussed so far were run in a network
with a fixed size (216 nodes). To assess the scalability of
T-CHORD, Figure 3 plots the average hop count against net-
work size varying in the range [2

10, 218
]. Results for the

ideal Chord topology are also shown. All algorithms scale
logarithmically with size. Quite interestingly, T-CHORD per-
forms slightly better than Chord. This is explained by the
fact that the distance of the longest fingers tend to be larger
in our case (due to not strictly satisfying the Chord specifi-
cation), which speeds up reaching the destination node if it
resides in the most distant half of the ring.

Figure 4 plots the average message delay in the same
settings. As expected, T-CHORD-PROX outperforms both T-
CHORD and Chord, due to its latency-optimized set of fin-
gers. To obtain such performance, T-CHORD-PROX pays a
price in terms of latency probes. In this experimental set-
ting, with parameter p set to 5, we have observed a total
number of probes per node scaling logarithmically from 45
(for N = 2

10) to 77 (for N = 2

18). This is expected, as
the number of expected different finger entries per node is
O(log N) [5]. These values are comparable with those re-
ported for other proximity-based protocols like Pastry [3],
and can be tuned by varying the p parameter.

Finally, Figure 5 plots the number of cycles needed to
obtain the 1-regular lattice (the ring), sufficient to guaran-
tee the consistent routing of messages (absence of message
losses) [5], and the l-regular lattice used to provide addi-
tional fault-tolerance. In both cases, the convergence is ob-
tained in a logarithmic number of cycles.

5.4 Parameters

To evaluate the impact of the T-MAN message size (m)
on the routing performance of our algorithm, we performed
the simulations illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. In both fig-
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T-Chord Performance

! Message Delay
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must be completed in order to guarantee the correct deliv-
ery of all messages. This is illustrated in Figure 2, where
the loss rate and the observed hop count for T-CHORD and
T-CHORD-PROX are shown as a function of the number of
T-MAN cycles that have been run. Initially, all messages
are lost: local views contain only random nodes, so the
routing algorithm is unable to deliver messages. The loss
rate rapidly decreases, however, reaching 0 after only 14
cycles. At that point, the leaf ring is completely formed in
all our experiments. Note that the curves for T-CHORD and
T-CHORD-PROX overlap almost completely.

Regarding hop counts, the results confirm that the quality
of the routing tables stabilizes after few cycles, for both ver-
sions of T-CHORD. Latency (not shown for space reasons)
follows a similar behavior. The increasing tendency of the
hop count curves is explained by the fact that in the begin-
ning, in spite of the low quality overlay, a few messages
reach their destination “by chance” in a few hops, while
most of the messages are lost.
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5.3 Scalability

The experiments discussed so far were run in a network
with a fixed size (216 nodes). To assess the scalability of
T-CHORD, Figure 3 plots the average hop count against net-
work size varying in the range [2

10, 218
]. Results for the

ideal Chord topology are also shown. All algorithms scale
logarithmically with size. Quite interestingly, T-CHORD per-
forms slightly better than Chord. This is explained by the
fact that the distance of the longest fingers tend to be larger
in our case (due to not strictly satisfying the Chord specifi-
cation), which speeds up reaching the destination node if it
resides in the most distant half of the ring.

Figure 4 plots the average message delay in the same
settings. As expected, T-CHORD-PROX outperforms both T-
CHORD and Chord, due to its latency-optimized set of fin-
gers. To obtain such performance, T-CHORD-PROX pays a
price in terms of latency probes. In this experimental set-
ting, with parameter p set to 5, we have observed a total
number of probes per node scaling logarithmically from 45
(for N = 2

10) to 77 (for N = 2

18). This is expected, as
the number of expected different finger entries per node is
O(log N) [5]. These values are comparable with those re-
ported for other proximity-based protocols like Pastry [3],
and can be tuned by varying the p parameter.

Finally, Figure 5 plots the number of cycles needed to
obtain the 1-regular lattice (the ring), sufficient to guaran-
tee the consistent routing of messages (absence of message
losses) [5], and the l-regular lattice used to provide addi-
tional fault-tolerance. In both cases, the convergence is ob-
tained in a logarithmic number of cycles.

5.4 Parameters

To evaluate the impact of the T-MAN message size (m)
on the routing performance of our algorithm, we performed
the simulations illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. In both fig-
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Figure 10. Failed hops under different failure
scenarios
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Figure 11. Message delay under different fail-
ure scenarios

moved in a network of size 2

16, with T-MAN running for
20 cycles. The results are presented in Figures 8–11. Once
again, our routing metrics show that the topology obtained
by T-CHORD without proximity is comparable to the ideal
Chord topology, in both the crash and the churn models.

It is interesting to compare the simulated churn rate with
the churn rate observed in deployed P2P networks [18]. In
the worst case, the churn rate corresponds to 50% divided
by 20 cycles, i.e. 2.5% per cycle. A cycle length of 2 sec-
onds (a perfectly reasonable choice that enables the con-
struction of a 2

16 topology in less than a minute) corre-
sponds to 0.0125 failures per node per second, two orders
of magnitude larger than the rates observed in deployed net-
works (around 10

�4 failures per node per second ( [18])).

5.6 Practical Considerations

First, the actual execution time of the protocol depends
on the length of a cycle, which is a parameter of the proto-
col. Based on our previous experience with large-scale im-

plementations of gossip-based protocols [14], a cycle length
of 1-2 seconds is very reasonable. Considering the logarith-
mic scaling of the execution time, we can conclude that any
practical network can be constructed in less then a minute
(30 cycles).

Second, in our simulation experiments, we have assumed
cycles of the same length at all nodes, and a synchronized
protocol start. The first assumption is very weak and is eas-
ily satisfied in practical networks, since the drift of clocks is
negligible in such a short term. The synchronized start re-
quirement is related to the decision of starting a new struc-
ture on demand. In the worst case, this can be accomplished
by, for example, a gossip-based broadcast protocol, which
requires an additional O(log N) cycles to be performed.

Finally, while running T-MAN, nodes keep merging the
descriptors received in messages to their local view. How-
ever, local views do not grow unbounded: as each node pro-
gressively finds its position in the ring, the number of new
nodes contained in messages eventually reaches zero. In our
simulation experiments, the average amount of descriptors
discovered during the execution ranges from as little as 70
(N = 2

10) to 140 (N = 2

18).

6 Related Work

Bootstrapping structured overlays is somewhat under-
emphasized in comparison with other research topics. Ex-
isting proposals have assumed networks that are already
formed, or networks that grow progressively, using the na-
tive join protocol. The discovery of the node to join may be
facilitated either by a central (well-known) node, or through
a universal ring, a shared overlay providing discovery and
deployment services [4].

Join protocols enable a new node to find its position in-
side the structured topology [5,17]. For example, the single-
join protocol of Chord requires a node to locate its position
inside the ring, and then to locate each of its O(log N) dis-
tinct fingers [5]. Since both operations require O(log N)

hops (messages), the cost of a single-join is O(log

2 N).
This aggressive protocol is superseded by a light-weight

one that can support concurrent joins. In this case, nodes
just find their position in the ring (with a O(log N) rout-
ing operation), while fingers are updated subsequently by a
stabilization protocol. The protocol is efficient “... unless a
tremendous number of nodes joins the system.” [5], in which
case the updating rate of fingers is not sufficient and rout-
ing requires a linear number of hops. In comparison, our
approach builds the topology in O(log N) cycles, with two
messages sent and two messages received per node per cy-
cle, with each message being a collection of m 128-bit IDs.

The problem of bootstrapping an overlay topology has
started recently to gain interest from the research commu-
nity. Angluin et al. [2] propose an asynchronous algorithm
whose goal is to build a linked list of nodes sorted by their
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moved in a network of size 2

16, with T-MAN running for
20 cycles. The results are presented in Figures 8–11. Once
again, our routing metrics show that the topology obtained
by T-CHORD without proximity is comparable to the ideal
Chord topology, in both the crash and the churn models.

It is interesting to compare the simulated churn rate with
the churn rate observed in deployed P2P networks [18]. In
the worst case, the churn rate corresponds to 50% divided
by 20 cycles, i.e. 2.5% per cycle. A cycle length of 2 sec-
onds (a perfectly reasonable choice that enables the con-
struction of a 2

16 topology in less than a minute) corre-
sponds to 0.0125 failures per node per second, two orders
of magnitude larger than the rates observed in deployed net-
works (around 10

�4 failures per node per second ( [18])).

5.6 Practical Considerations

First, the actual execution time of the protocol depends
on the length of a cycle, which is a parameter of the proto-
col. Based on our previous experience with large-scale im-

plementations of gossip-based protocols [14], a cycle length
of 1-2 seconds is very reasonable. Considering the logarith-
mic scaling of the execution time, we can conclude that any
practical network can be constructed in less then a minute
(30 cycles).

Second, in our simulation experiments, we have assumed
cycles of the same length at all nodes, and a synchronized
protocol start. The first assumption is very weak and is eas-
ily satisfied in practical networks, since the drift of clocks is
negligible in such a short term. The synchronized start re-
quirement is related to the decision of starting a new struc-
ture on demand. In the worst case, this can be accomplished
by, for example, a gossip-based broadcast protocol, which
requires an additional O(log N) cycles to be performed.

Finally, while running T-MAN, nodes keep merging the
descriptors received in messages to their local view. How-
ever, local views do not grow unbounded: as each node pro-
gressively finds its position in the ring, the number of new
nodes contained in messages eventually reaches zero. In our
simulation experiments, the average amount of descriptors
discovered during the execution ranges from as little as 70
(N = 2

10) to 140 (N = 2

18).

6 Related Work

Bootstrapping structured overlays is somewhat under-
emphasized in comparison with other research topics. Ex-
isting proposals have assumed networks that are already
formed, or networks that grow progressively, using the na-
tive join protocol. The discovery of the node to join may be
facilitated either by a central (well-known) node, or through
a universal ring, a shared overlay providing discovery and
deployment services [4].

Join protocols enable a new node to find its position in-
side the structured topology [5,17]. For example, the single-
join protocol of Chord requires a node to locate its position
inside the ring, and then to locate each of its O(log N) dis-
tinct fingers [5]. Since both operations require O(log N)

hops (messages), the cost of a single-join is O(log

2 N).
This aggressive protocol is superseded by a light-weight

one that can support concurrent joins. In this case, nodes
just find their position in the ring (with a O(log N) rout-
ing operation), while fingers are updated subsequently by a
stabilization protocol. The protocol is efficient “... unless a
tremendous number of nodes joins the system.” [5], in which
case the updating rate of fingers is not sufficient and rout-
ing requires a linear number of hops. In comparison, our
approach builds the topology in O(log N) cycles, with two
messages sent and two messages received per node per cy-
cle, with each message being a collection of m 128-bit IDs.

The problem of bootstrapping an overlay topology has
started recently to gain interest from the research commu-
nity. Angluin et al. [2] propose an asynchronous algorithm
whose goal is to build a linked list of nodes sorted by their
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ures, the number of l of successor in the target topology is
equal to m/2; in other words, the message size is matched
against the target topology. The figures show that good re-
sults are obtained even when using small message size, al-
though it must be noted that in the case of m = l = 4,
approximately 0.6% of the messages are not delivered to
their destination.

5.5 Robustness

To test robustness, we have considered two different fail-
ure models: crash and churn. In the former, failures are
catastrophic: a given percentage of nodes are suddenly re-
moved from the completed Chord network. In the latter, the
same percentage of nodes are removed during the execution
of T-CHORD, evenly distributed over time.

The two models play different roles in our analysis. The
crash model is the only one applicable to the ideal Chord
network that we use for comparison, since we build it off-
line, without using the actual Chord maintenance protocol.
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Figure 9. Hop count under different failure
scenarios

We use this model to obtain a lower bound for routing per-
formance. In the churn model, on the other hand, failures in-
fluence the execution of T-MAN; we use this model to show
that our algorithm can indeed survive failures during its ex-
ecution.

It is important to note that a direct comparison between
the results of T-CHORD-PROX and the other results is not
fair. T-CHORD-PROX probes nodes for latency before insert-
ing them in the finger set, which means that only a few fin-
gers (the ones that fail in the period after the probing) are
down when the routing performance is evaluated.

Due to the lack of space, node joins during the bootstrap
phase are not considered in this paper. Nodes starting late
the bootstrap process will not discover all its fingers before
the end of the protocol. After the bootstrap, however, the
finger stabilization mechanism of Chord can locate the re-
maining fingers. Extending this work to actually maintain
(and not just jump-start) a Chord structure will be subject
of a future work.

We have simulated an increasing percentage of nodes re-
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